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“…I understand why you are holding back, but be honest with yourself, if there were no
consequences, would you still hold back?”
Regards,
Mercury

Most people are welcomed by a cosy bed after a long day of balancing chemical equations but
it seems I am not like most people.
“Walk outside the gate.” said the note in a not-so good handwriting.
My book and paper littered bed was no match for my keen eyes even from behind my specs
when I noticed a blue envelope tucked under a pile of my books.
Parts of me thought it was a note with a bill saying my rent at the boarding house I stayed in
was due. Just the thought of it made me want to move onto campus even more and I was so
glad when I finally did. I took my sweet time before actually stepping out of the gate when I
learned of the command concealed in the envelope. An angel in a graduation gown popped up
on my shoulder to warn me against even pondering the thought of abandoning the pile of
books that was laid out as part of my study plans. A curious devil also whispered in my ear little
words that tickled my inquisitiveness about what laid outside the gate and who the author of
the note was.
“Follow the note or study my head off?” I wondered, but when the gate squeaked open on that
late afternoon I may have disappointed a certain graduating angel.
The dusk darkened the blue sky as I looked out for whoever wrote the note in the empty street.
Lo and behold, I was only greeted by the dust and pebbles that were scattered across the
surface of the ground.
I stood there for what felt like a lifetime before giving up and thinking of turning back. Just as I
turned, I learned that the very dust and pebbles that greeted me were actually hiding a clue to
the mystery note-writer. I noticed a piece of paper on the ground held down from the force of
the wind with a stone and camouflaged by soil.
I dared to look left and right with my cartoonish detective skills to see if someone was hiding
behind the trees and watching my every move. Once I couldn’t spot a soul in the street I
resorted to picking the paper up and unlocking its mysteries.
“There’s something waiting for you at the corner shop.” read the note.
“What is this about?” I asked myself after I rolled my eyes; perhaps the note-writer was
unfamiliar with my temper.
The desire to get back into my room grew stronger than before – I did not like the idea of being
played with. However, my curiosity gnawed at the edges of my skin and overpowered my short
temperedness.
Who would have known that I would wind up at a corner shop because I was taking instructions
from notes? The corner shop was my regular supplier of airtime so it was no surprise when the
shopkeeper greeted me with a golden smile. I offered him a simple wave because my penny

less pockets couldn’t offer more; but it seemed that my intrigue in how the next clue lied in the
confines of that shop was worth more than gold and silver to him.
“Ba bwela baku church! Bwanji madam!” called the shopkeeper jovially. The shopkeeper was
always teasing me for my faith every time I would pass by his shop after church and clearly
today was no different.
“I think I know what you’re looking for, kaili today is Tuesday and you only come on Sundays
kuma 13 so.” He said, noticing I was perusing around the shop more than usual. I rushed to him
and at once found it silly how he failed to hide his ridiculous ‘I know what’s going on’ grin.
“What is it?” I asked as I began to think he was the one behind it all, probably part of a plan to
prank the ‘church girl’.
“I was told not to tell.” He replied, giving me a teasing wink and exonerating himself from my
suspicions.
The shopkeeper, smiling like a loon, dug under his counter and retrieved what I least expected –
a shoe box. He handed it over to me and as I took it into my hands I got several ideas of what
was possibly going on. The first and most obvious of my ideas was I getting new shoes!
“Thank you.” I said awkwardly, holding the box and excited about new footwear added to my
shoe rack. I immediately threw off the cover of the box to check what was inside – and I was
introduced to another shoe box.
My eyes gave off my failure to understand what was going on and I was once again perplexed
by how that wouldn’t be the last box I’d meet. I went on frustratingly removing covers of
different smaller boxes all contained in each other one after the other, crushing my hopes of
getting new shoes as I went on. The boxes began to change in type till I finally came to what
looked like a box containing ear rings. I opened it in front of the shopkeeper who didn’t keep his
nosiness to himself as he kept peeping. In the little ear ring box I found a memory card.
Tucked under the memory card was a note saying ‘play me’, and I had now grown so frustrated
by this game that I just couldn’t wait to finish it once and for all. The shopkeeper watched with
anxiety as I inserted the memory card into my phone, earning my discomfort that led me to
walk out of the shop. Parts of me felt bad that I left without a hint of a goodbye to the nosy
shopkeeper.
Walking back into the street with my eyes focused on the screen of my phone, I opened the
files in the memory card and found one video. My eyes were glued to the screen as I paced in
the road. Just as I was about to press play I risked the perpetrator of this operation the chance
to let me finish it alive when a car zoomed passed me, dodging my body with the driver’s swift
skills.

Just when I opened the video and was excited to discover the idea of the orchestrator of this
game, I was met instead with a slide show.
“Hello.” It started. The first slide had certain smoothness to it, as if I could hear the writer.
“Apologies for the whole note and shoe box ruse, but you have to admit it is quite creative.”
I read the text as it appeared and it was as though the more I read through it the less I knew
this person.
“I understand that this is on short notice but I need you follow me to the rooftop, hope you can
get here soon, regards.”
The slide show ended.
Mystery solved.
I only shared that rooftop with one person and my scepticism transformed into excitement as I
wondered what lesson was awaiting me that day.
I walked almost as fast as my heart beat as I raced to the rendezvous point of the once
mysterious note-writer. Getting onto campus, I trekked to a male hostel and raced up the
stairway to the rooftop.
Upon re-entering a realm of air that possessed a blue skied ceiling, I set foot on the rooftop of
the hostel and saw a formally dressed male figure sitting at the edge of the roof. I crept slowly
behind him and every inch I drew closer to him was almost like a magnetic pull. He watched
over a tiny portion of the city of Lusaka, feeding his eyes with the aesthetics of an urban society
colliding with the sun at the horizon.
It was only when I drew much closer that I noticed he had a much different focus from that
height – a group of girls walking across the ground and minding their business. His
concentration on them had me believe his mind focused on ‘other’ business that involved
them.
“Some sights cannot be enjoyed alone if you ask me.” He said so smoothly when he sensed my
presence, looking up to the much more pleasant view of the city.
“Is that why you couldn’t invite me here like a normal person?” I asked, trying to hide the fact
that I caught his lustful eye surveying the ground.
He turned to face me, “Lindiwe, have I struck you as normal?” he laughed.
“I wished you tried every now and then, Dalitso.” I replied with my words dipped in laughter as
well.
“Where’s the fun in that?” he replied charmingly, “I hope you know I didn’t invite you with shoe
boxes so you could stand the whole time, come on, sit with me.”

There he was: my teacher. As his student I sat at the edge of the rooftop next to him waiting to
have my next lesson in a unique course that he invented himself.
“Welcome back to ‘Having Fun 101’” he said, “Consider my invitation as the first part of our
class.” He continued, smiling his sentence to a close.
“Could I request that my teacher sets classes in advance and doesn’t communicate via shoe
box?” I remarked, earning a sweet giggle from Dalitso.
“I’ll consider it, besides, shoe boxes are hard to find these days.” He quipped.
I wondered if he ever knew what I felt when he would be silly like that. Many of the times I
hung out with Dalitso I felt ‘student-zoned’ yet I would abandon more study sessions of
chemical equations and calculus to learn from him.
“It’s kind of funny how you are teaching me but you are just as shy as I am.” I said before our
lesson began.
Dalitso looked right at me before saying a thing and his eyes communicated some kind of loss in
the moment for a second. Perhaps that was him acknowledging that I was right, or maybe he
got lost in my eyes – a girl can dream right?

***

“Show me what ‘fun’ feels like,” I asked Dalitso.
“Wasn’t it fun to stroll down memory lane to that rooftop?” He replied with a smile, “To think I
found you as that ‘so-serious girl on a mission’ before we began our classes.”
“I still am that girl, aren’t I?” I asked.
“Yes you are,” Dalitso answered, “but I’m still trying to get rid of the ‘so serious’ part.”
“Well I guess you have your work cut out for you.” I said with the tiny intention of being flirty.
“With responses like that, would I be wrong to doubt you?” he remarked with food in his
mouth.
Dalitso took another bite of the food I dished out on his plate as we ate in the living room. I
barely had a bite as we talked while he seemed to love every grain of rice on his plate.
When Dalitso knocked on the door upon his arrival earlier that day it was like music to my ears
that added to the smooth jazz I was playing on the sound system on that rainy day. I prepared
my bright smile for him just before opening the door but couldn’t show him that I was that
happy to receive him because he would act all silly and pompous about it. Sadly, when I opened

the door for him I just couldn’t help it; my favourite human being stood right in front of me and
pulled an ear to ear grin out of me.
After making him feel at home at my sister’s house with smooth jazz booming off the speakers,
I focused on making his tummy feel at home by serving him a tasty meal. Dalitso always had a
big appetite so I did what any girlfriend would and fed him the best food anyone could ask for.
We picked each other’s brains, laughed while we ate the food on our laps and reminisced on
our ‘friendship’ days.
“Take me down memory lane some more,” I said as he chewed.
“I remember that shy church girl I bumped into at a conference three years ago.” He replied
with a clear mouth.
“And I remember the cool guy searching for God that bumped into me at a conference three
years ago.” I replied, “How is everything going?” I asked.
I changed the mood of the conversation with my question – he knew what I was referring to. It
now looked like food he was eating turned into cement that rolled down his throat as he
processed my question.
“Well,” he heaved a sigh, “I guess I still need to be convinced about whether God cares about
anything that goes on down here from wherever He is.”
I gave him a little space at that time: I felt he needed it. Dalitso hadn’t had the best experiences
as far as God answering his prayers was concerned.
“I still remember that night like it was yesterday.” He said as the mood in the room that was
once overcast with bunny shaped cotton clouds was now overshadowed by a gloomy nimbus
cloud of memory.
I gave up on the idea that he needed space and squeezed in a little hug from the side of own. I
hoped he would at least feel a little comfort from my embrace, but he didn’t. He never liked to
talk about it, I should have known better.
The reminder of how he was once a devout Christian and servant at church somehow brought
him shame. He relied on God on one night to save his father from passing away, and he felt like
he was laughed at by a host of angels who were unwilling to pass on his prayers up to God,
Himself. I understood that he felt abandoned; it was only human to feel that way.
“I’m right here,” I whispered to comfort him. Three years clearly wasn’t enough time for him to
move on from his sentiments towards God. He buried his faith with his father long ago it
seemed. But here I was, trying to play Superwoman and help him return to God – somehow.
“And I’m here to show you what fun feels like as per your request.” he said smoothly, changing
the topic with his hands running through my hair.

He looked at me from his height and brought the tip of his nose to mine – somehow I read that
as a signal that it was time I satisfied another big appetite Dalitso had. My mind ran through a
quick check list:
Home alone? Check.
House doors locked? Check.
Curtains shut? Check.
Enough time before my sister and brother-in-law return from work? Check.
Nothing held me back after confirming my checklist. Dalitso and I’s bodies could hold a paper
between us and our closeness lit up fireworks within ourselves. The passion and energy that
radiated off his body was new each day we met, and that day was no different when he drove
me down to the couch we sat on. Our plates of food were tipped over and my cooking littered
the floor, but honestly, I didn’t care.
“I wonder what you’d be doing if I wasn’t around,” he breathed into my face from on top of me.
“Well you have spared me the binge watching and unnecessary snacking that was going to
make up my day.” I breathed back into his face.
“Then it’s a good thing I’m here to spice up your vacation,” Dalitso said through the mist of his
warm breathe.
It was going to be another long, wet and lonely day during that dreadful vacation from school if
it wasn’t for Dalitso taking time to peel off my clothes while I ripped off his. Sirens went off
within me to mark the beginning of another class based on a topic Dalitso enjoyed more than
any other – ‘How to be creative with your hands 101’. The recurring topic was growing on me
and I maintained my role as the ‘teaching aid’ of Dalitso’s master class.
Dalitso led the entire session like the brilliant teacher he was. He had always boasted of his
ability to light up fires within me – and how could I deny it when he knew all the right spots to
touch, sliding his fingers across and in me to set me ablaze.
He was his usual experimental self. While his tummy was filled with my delicious cooking, his
heart was filled with love for me; he rang the bell that declared it was time to fill other parts of
us – or at least parts of me.
He was gentle in our escapade and rhythmic in his motion, not rushing the moment – perhaps
for his own sake. Our hands locked in each other just like our lips while Dalitso’s command gave
way to my floodgates. We displaced all the cushions on the couch as they found themselves on
the floor following our movements. We exercised our best efforts to remain as quiet as
possible, but that was not a problem with the heavy downpour outside.

My jazz music was the sound track of our love. It serenaded us as every instrument played
guided the tempo of Dalitso’s thrusts that imitated the bow of a violin.
Just then, the television set went on.
The channels were quickly being surfed one after the other and the distinct sounds of sports,
music, wildlife and movie channels could be heard within the room.
Dalitso’s pace acknowledged the TV go on and our eyes were no longer sealed by our passion
but widened by interest in the source of the sound. We both turned and saw the TV stop on a
kids cartoon channel that had dancing animals all singing a song in unison.
“At least there is something family friendly I can watch in this room.”
Dalitso leapt off of me at the sound of the third voice in the room. The intruder spoke so
smoothly and eloquently as he sat on the couch opposite us with the TV remote in his hand. His
slow paced speech energised by his deep voice sent shivers down my spine. When I faced him I
saw a man in a black mask that had a large grin that spanned from one ear to the next. The man
clad in a three piece suit turned off the TV while I was doing my best to cover up whatever parts
of me I could. He turned his body to face us and his gracious way of doing it boasted of his
chivalrous and high class aura.
“Who are you?” I yelled with the depth of my fear made known, “How did you get in here?”
Dalitso clearly cared more about his decency at that moment as he rushed to put himself
together in front of the masked man.
“Children playing like adults, don’t you realise that some presents shouldn’t be opened till
Christmas?” the masked man said to us. “And to quickly answer your question: my name is
Mercury. As for how I got in here, well, I just let myself in.”
“Get out of my house!” I yelled.
“Your house?” Mercury asked, “Well last I checked this was your sister’s house, Lindiwe, and
you’ve been a naughty house sitter."
I paused and felt a lump in my throat. “How do you know my name?” I asked, looking at Dalitso
who was just as perplexed as I was.
“Lindiwe, I know you very well, just as I know Dalitso very well too.” Mercury replied, “Perhaps I
know him even better than you.”
“Look man!” Dalitso shouted aggressively, “You better get out of here right now or I’ll throw
you out myself!”
Mercury laughed as he rose to his feet. “I’d love to see you try.”

Dalitso took on the challenge quite bravely. He rose to his feet and tried to grab hold of
Mercury and drag him out of the house, but once he laid a hand on him, he got his arm twisted
in a way it‘s not supposed to.
I was horrified by the sight of Mercury break Dalitso’s arm like a twig – even more by my
boyfriend’s agonising yelp. I saw his eyes widen like full circles when he felt his forearm point
the opposite direction his elbow bent. He fell on top of his broken arm and squirmed in the
spilled food that coloured the floor.
“You maniac!” I yelled after letting out a loud scream.
“Maniac? Well now the title of this story makes sense.” Mercury replied, “He’ll heal eventually,
nothing a cast and a long waiting line at the hospital can’t fix.”
I reached for Dalitso despite being insufficiently covered up and held him as he cried and looked
at his arm face the other way. I cradled his body in my arms and felt every ounce of fear bubble
through my voice as I called his name over and over.
“What do you want?” I yelled at Mercury as I choked on my fear, “You can take whatever you
want in the house! You can have it, just go!”
Mercury just stood there. “Lindiwe, I need you to calm down and put some clothes on.” He said
like nothing just happened.
I wasn’t sure if I heard him correctly, because calming down when my boyfriend was in pain
certainly didn’t seem like logical behaviour, though I did seize the opportunity to dress myself
very quickly.
“I’m here to help you.” He said as I dressed.
“Help me? What kind of help would I need from a savage like you?” I spat as my fear morphed
into anger. I got back down to my beloved’s aid as I tried to figure out what I could do to help
him.
“A lot actually, you’d be surprised what we savages are capable of doing when we want to lend
a helping hand.” I found his sarcasm disgusting.
Mercury then crouched down and looked straight at me. His wicked smile on his mask taunted
my anger, more so when he creepily tilted his head and looked into my soul with his black eyes.
“Imagine what it feels like to be a loving father and watch your children burn their hands in hot
coal; to constantly watch your young ones think that hot coals are fun and that the smell of
burnt skin is like sweet smelling incense.
“Imagine watching your only child walk around with singed hands because they believed a lie:
that fire doesn’t burn. Wouldn’t you do everything in your power to knock some sense into that
little one?

“But then again, some little ones don’t like to listen. Instead they get those hot coals and make
bonfires; they make furnaces; they breathe life into great wild fire and dance in them – all while
believing that fire doesn’t burn. With that said, I guess you can count me as the parent who
would never want his child to put their hands in hot coals. No, I’d rather cut off my child’s
hands before he knows what fire is.”
He ended his speech and slowly stood up straight. I had tears running down my face as I turned
to Dalitso and saw his face spell out agony in bold letters. Mercury looked at me for an
extended period of time, watching me care for Dalitso’s state more than whatever he was
rambling on about.
Just then he stomped on Dalitso’s leg and broke his shin right before my eyes. Before we could
both react to the brutal attack, Mercury stomped on Dalitso’s other leg and broke that shin too.
We both screamed loudly and I could almost feel Dalitso’s pain forcing me to get up and drag
Dalitso’s body away from Mercury.
“Why are you doing this?” I screamed, my voice cracking the entire time.
“I prefer undivided attention when I speak” he said smoothly as he walked slowly to catch up
with me, his tone being inconsistent with his devious deed.
I sprang to my feet and dragged Dalitso away from Mercury and into my room, hoping I could
lock us in there till I made a better plan. I gained entry into my room and immediately screamed
through the windows for help from anyone who was nearby. The heavy rain did me no favours
as it drowned my screams and no sooner had I screamed than Mercury walked into the room
gracefully with his arms behind his back.
“I must admit, I was asking myself why you didn’t scream for help earlier, anyway I’m not the
one writing this story.” He said.
Everything he said was so confusing at this point. I couldn’t think straight as I hyperventilated.
“Are you going to kill us?” I asked as I drowned in my own desperation.
“To be honest I don’t think killing really works for me, perhaps only as a last resort. However, I
am so glad you asked because the only killing that will take place here will be at your hands.”
He said.
Mercury then pulled out a knife from his jacket pocket and presented it to me.
“What’s that for?” I asked, shivering as I looked at the knife intensely.
Mercury then looked around himself. “Well,” he said, “there are only three people in this
house. I don’t know about you, but I plan on walking out of here alive, meaning this knife is
supposed to be in one of you by the end of the day.”

Dalitso and I looked at Mercury with expressions that spelt out our awe at what he said.
“What are you talking about?” Dalitso asked with his words squeezing out his throat.
“Lindiwe and Dalitso, the most cliché love story in the book; have you two considered sitting in
a tree?” he taunted.
“Has it ever occurred to you, Lindiwe, that in the last three years of your relationship, you have
done nothing but compromise your values? You were once a good girl with a bright future that
involved making your parents proud and achieving great things like being a philanthropist who
would change the world or someday fighting pesky diseases like AIDS and Ebola. But you let it
all go – for a boy.” Mercury said as he floated across the room with the step of Sherlock Holmes
solving the case.
“I can’t blame you though, you felt alone for a long time. After all you didn’t have any friends,
did you?” he asked looking right at me.
He peeped into my soul with his words and the realisation that I only had Dalitso and his friend
Stan to call my friends made Mercury all the more accurate in his deduction.
“You lacked the kind of friends you could count on to be there for you, poor child. So guess who
comes to the rescue on horseback? Good old Dalitso of course! Prince Charming showed up just
in time to kiss the lonely Sleeping Beauty awake.” Mercury said with the tone of jester.
“This ‘boy searching for God’ was a lecherous fraud that made you his sex slave and you didn’t
even know it. You just got so overwhelmed by his countable actions that reminded you that you
weren’t just his tool for pleasure; when really he used you from the get go, claiming to lecture
you on how to live a life of ‘fun’. He showed himself unworthy by his lustful stares at anything
wearing a skirt; both in the real world and on his phone screen, but boy are you a girl of second
chances. You don’t love this satyr, you fear being lonely.”
“Shut up!” I screamed, “You can’t just march into my house…”
“…Your sister’s house.” He wittingly interrupted.
“…and tell me anything about my relationship!” I barked over his voice.
“You have put your hand in the hot coals, Lindiwe…” he tried to explain but I wouldn’t have it as
I sprang to feet.
“Get out!” I screamed over his narcissistic rants.
“…and you walk around with blisters as tattoos.” He continued talking.
“I said get out!” I tried to overpower his voice with mine.
“I was too late to cut off your hands, my child, but it’s not too late to stop you from dancing in a
furnace.” Mercury had the last word.

I knew that I wasn’t angry with how he spoke so ill of Dalitso. I knew my anger stemmed from
how his eloquence complimented just how convincing he was; how he tore through my soul
with his words and hooked my attention. The jazz music that was still playing failed to fit the
emotional atmosphere that Mercury created.
“And there’s only one way for me to stop you from dancing in the furnace my child,” Mercury
said over the saxophones and guitars, “Kill Dalitso.”
His command speared my chest and I couldn’t bring myself to understand it. Dalitso was
terrified by the command given to me and I could almost feel his terror sky rocket when he saw
Mercury walk closer to him before I yelled, “Stop!”
I grabbed the knife from his hand and pointed it right back at him so I could stop him in his
tracks.
“Don’t get any closer to him!”
Mercury stood still upon my threat. Just when I thought I had him where I wanted, he made a
subtle “Hush” towards me, “You won’t hear his response if you keep yelling like that.”
He completely ignored my boldness and went on to crouch down where he stopped with his
eyes locked on Dalitso.
“Dalitso, tell Lindiwe the truth.” He said, adding certain sweetness to his request.
The knife shook rapidly in my grasp as the silence in the room was only broken by Dalitso’s
whimpering and my hyperventilating. Mercury turned to me and his stare made me uneasy as I
felt everything he said sink into my mind.
“You are afraid, aren’t you?” Mercury said, “Wonderful! Here I thought you were totally sold
out for him but there’s hope for you after all.”
He was right – I was terrified. I couldn’t trust that anything that was going to come out of
Dalitso’s mouth would be any good given everything Mercury said. It just sounded more
accurate than any other truth at that moment.
Dalitso’s silence throughout the whole ordeal was deafening, but what would a person who has
had three of his limbs shattered truly be able to say? Mercury was clearly losing patience with
each passing second.
“Dalitso,” he said so calmly after an exhaustive sigh, “I am concerned about the fact that your
presence in Lindiwe’s life has done nothing but set her on a road to ruining her destiny. In fact,
you are her teacher, right? Well consider this Open Day or a PTA meeting. Admit that I am right,
you debauched bastard!”

Mercury’s cool headed tone as he spoke was not void of passion, as he grew infuriated by
Dalitso’s continued silence. I stood there with the knife almost shaking out of my hand and just
then, Mercury rose to his feet and stomped on Dalitso’s chest.
“Admit it.” He repeatedly said in a suave tone.
He could have literally had Dalitso’s chest cave in with the force in his stomping. He rapidly
smashed Dalitso’s sternum like an annoying bug on the floor. I couldn’t take it and jumped at
him with the knife, ready to stab him right in the eye for all the pain he caused my boyfriend.
Mercury proved too quick for me and grabbed my wrist just in time. He had me stare into his
eyes as he blocked my attack. With my wrist in his hand I feared I would have an arm snapping
experience similar to Dalitso.
“How did you know Dalitso is my teacher?” I asked Mercury, trying to be bold in the face of
imminent danger.
“Oh child, I told you I know everything about you,” He said, “if you knew who you are meant to
be, you would be as angry as I am right now. End his miseries and secure your future Lindiwe,
it’s not too late!”
I froze in that moment. Like a montage projected in my head I remembered all the nights I wept
below Heaven’s floor wondering how I became so numb to falling short. I remembered the days
I gave into Dalitso’s ‘cravings’ and felt nothing but filthy afterwards. Dalitso’s thirst for my body
was a concern I always kept at the back of my head, after all, that’s how he showed he loved
me, right? When I quenched his thirst, he made me feel less alone in this huge world. But how
could I sustain those feelings when his eyes were always on other girls.
“Hush,” Mercury said as though he could hear my thoughts. He quietened the noise in my head
and said, “I understand why you are holding back, but be honest with yourself, if there were no
consequences, would you still hold back?”
Those words bolted into my heart and mind and screwed everything in them up. I was
beginning to question what I truly felt for Dalitso. Was I deeply in love with him? Or was I
deeply in worship of him as a god who could take my loneliness away – at the price of my body.
“Do it Lindiwe, it’s the only way you’ll be free.” Mercury said so devilishly.
Dalitso looked up at me with eyes of horror.
“Lindiwe!” he cried out after his long silence, “Are you really considering this? After all we have
been through are you going to listen to him?”
Once he said that I could read on his face how terrified he was when he saw just how well
Mercury convinced me. For the first time, I saw him be genuinely frightened of me. The blood
pumping out of his mouth after Mercury’s vicious onslaught on his chest had him gargling
plasma when he spoke. I could hear what he was trying to say:

“No,”
“Don’t.”
“Please.”
“Help,”
His begging didn’t make my choice any easier. He spat out blood over and over trying to clear
his mouth so he could speak. Dalitso wiggled pathetically as he tried to move away from me,
using only one arm to drag his crippled body across the floor and I watched him struggle with
the knife in my hand.
At once I dropped the knife and let it clang on the tiled floor. I could sense just how perplexed
Mercury was under his mask. “I can’t do it.” I cried bitterly.
Mercury turned to me and rushed to hug me tightly. For some reason, I felt genuine parental
love flow from his body through mine. It was then that I realised that twisted, violent and evil
maniac actually cared about me.
“Your free will prevents me from forcing you to liberate yourself my child; perhaps there is
another way.” He said.
He let go of me and left me drowning in my own tears. I peeped through my tears and saw him
pick the knife off the floor and place it back in his jacket pocket. I watched him leave the room
before I covered my eyes as I wept fervently. My room floor was stained with blood and the
sound of my cries was only matched in volume by Dalitso’s groans.

***

Uncovering my eyes was like waking up in a new world.
I felt heavy inside but had no tears in my eyes anymore. I was curled in the embrace of Dalitso
as I felt the skin of his arm around my bare body on the couch. I lay on top of him with the back
of my head on his chest realising my experience was all a dream; the worst nightmare of my
life.
I gasped heavily while in the embrace of my beloved and felt sweat pour from my brow like an
open faucet. Clearly we just finished our sexual escapade and Dalitso’s climatic end to that
session must have put us to sleep, not to mention my smooth jazz was the perfect lullaby.
I looked around the room and saw everything was tranquil, save for the food on the floor that I
still had to clean up. Barely any time had passed from the time we got started and Dalitso was
never one to hesitate, after all he hated how he was really quick.

“Dalitso,” I called in a sleepy tone. I recognised his all too familiar unclothed body: It really was
him. My heart rate slowed down, but for some strange reason, I felt cold in Dalitso’s embrace.
For a rigorous lad like himself I expected him to sweat as much as me.
“Dalitso,” I called again, “Is everything ok? I had the weirdest dream and…”
“Since when could you talk the dead?”
The sound of that voice had me spin round to face where it came from. Mercury had just
planted himself on the couch opposite me and had his eyes face turned to the spilled food on
the face.
“You should really consider cleaning this up,” he quipped.
“How did you…” I asked before Mercury jumped in with his own words.
“Apparently we all deal with the guilt of killing someone differently,” Mercury said, “some
people go nuts, others beat themselves up about it, but you, well, you fall asleep in the arms of
corpses – talk about being desperate to never feel lonely.”
I was frightened to understand the true meaning behind his statements. I turned round fully
and looked at Dalitso – only to discover that the knife I was holding earlier was sticking out of
his neck. Blood spilled all over the couch from his mouth and neck and some of it got into my
hair. Dalitso’s pale face left an imprint of the dismay he felt fall upon himself before his demise,
his side of the couch being crimson as he leaked everything in him onto it.
“To be honest, I always knew you had it in you.” Mercury said.
I wailed loudly and squirmed out of my beloved’s cold arm and fell off the couch before
crashing on the floor. Mercury quickly held me as I panted and gasped. I felt him stroke my bare
back as I looked at the horrific image of my dead boyfriend. Dalitso’s twisted arm was tucked on
the other end of the couch letting me realise why only one of his arms embraced me. I wiggled
my naked body out of Mercury’s embrace and crawled away from him as I covered myself with
my arms the best way I could.
“Lindiwe calm down.” Mercury whispered from where he stood.
“You did this!” I screamed with poison in my spit.
“Lindiwe, you had the knife. Remember?” Mercury said.
My memory felt hazy at that point. I couldn’t remember what exactly happened before I woke
up. I looked at both Dalitso and Mercury in an attempt to understand what was going on.
“I could never hurt Dalitso,” I chanted as I hyperventilated.
“Lindiwe, would I lie to you?” Mercury asked, his words sprinkled with sugar, “You had the knife
my child; you have kept yourself from dancing in a furnace.” Mercury said

I tried to retrace my steps but it proved to be a daunting task under the emotional cloud that
hovered above me.
“Lindiwe,” Mercury called for my attention, “how do you feel?”
I wrestled with brain to grab hold of my memory and prove my innocence. “I could never hurt
Dalitso.” I repeated over and over as I sobbed.
“How do you feel?” Mercury asked me again trying to win back my attention. I sobbed in the
corner of the room and tried my best to be silent for some time.
I fought with my heart to silence myself and decipher what I truly felt.
“My child, tell me how you feel.” Mercury said as he drew closer and crouched downed in front
of me. I couldn’t feel anything but shock and terror before my mind cooled down to analyse
what I truly felt.
“I feel… I feel…”
“Free?”
Mercury completed my statement accurately. Dalitso’s departure from the land of the living
made me feel lighter inasmuch as I mourned. I felt the last tie to my lack of peace sever. I felt
the need to please him and keep him only so I feel safe and wanted disappear into thin air.
“I do feel free.” I said to Mercury as I sniffed severally.
Mercury was silent. I could tell that under his mask he had a champion’s smile as he carried the
day and got the results he wanted.
“Wonderful,” he said, “my Apparatus worked. Considering that I cannot force you to do
anything here I can only show you how you feel after making the toughest decisions. Consider
killing that pervert a metaphor, my child; I now require you to fittingly deal with him in the real
world.”

***

“Hey babe, let’s go again, one last time just before I leave,” he said as he shook me gently,
“come on, it’s almost time for me to go. Your sister will be here any minute.”
Dalitso’s insatiable libido woke me from my nap for another round of pleasuring him. The
Apparatus was closed.
I was silent and heartbroken as every word Mercury said in my dream acted like flashing lights.
They echoed off the walls of my skull and had me frozen in that moment. Dalitso read me well

enough to know I wasn’t in the mood and stopped asking me for what he wanted. I couldn’t
possibly think of pleasure when I was stuck on what Mercury said:
“My Apparatus worked. Considering that I cannot force you to do anything here I can only show
you how you feel after making the toughest decisions.”
What did that mean?
Dalitso held me in his arms as our skin rubbed against each other on the couch. He sniffed my
hair and rubbed his nose across the side of my neck before saying, “I love you Lindiwe.”
He waited to hear my response. I knew he needed it. It was the only way he could deal with his
guilt of using my body: by knowing I loved him back. But Mercury showed me my true feelings
for Dalitso. There must have been something wrong with me though, because I still loved him –
but I didn’t tell him.

What did Lindiwe do about Dalitso?
Where did Mercury come from?
What did Stan do to Lindiwe?
Find out in
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